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“Communication access aims to create a world where
people who have communication difficulties are able
to communicate successfully with everyone.”
www.scopevic.org.au/service/communication-access



Displaying the Communication Access Symbol means
the business or service will:
•

“be welcoming and treat everyone with dignity and respect

•

be able to communication successfully with people who
have communication difficulties

•

have communication tools available to help people get
their message across and understand what people are
telling them.”
www.scopevic.org.au/service/communication-access

Communication Access in Schools
“Australian schools do more than just educate
students. They prepare them for life − developing
communication skills, self-discipline and respect for
themselves, their peers and their world.”
https://www.studyinaustralia.gov.au/global/australianeducation/schools

 More

than community or business based
Communication Access.

 Communication

accessibility in schools extends
to teaching all students to learn to communicate
more effectively.

Communication Access in Schools
“Communication accessibility means that there are people
who understand the alternative form, who can scaffold it
in the acquisition period, and who are able and willing to
communicate in a manner that gives the individual
maximal communicative autonomy.” (von Tetzchner &
Grove, 2003, p. 27)
In school settings, individuals who use AAC need more
than just communication systems and devices, they need
entire school communities that:
 are

accessible to their use of AAC

 value

communication autonomy

 prioritise

communication.

A Responsibility to Teach
Victorian Early Years Early Learning and
Development Framework:
“It is especially important for early childhood
professionals to be knowledgeable about the ways
children learn additional languages. This includes
awareness of the stages of acquisition and recognition
that children differ in their rate of acquisition and
application of language.
In school settings, children have opportunities to
learn a range of languages. For some children this
may be an opportunity to continue their first language,
and for others the opportunity to learn a new language.”
https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Pages/earlyyears/vfldoutco
mes/communication.aspx

A Responsibility to Teach
BELONGING, BEING & BECOMING: The
Early Years Learning Framework for Australia:
“Communication is crucial to belonging, being and
becoming… Children’s use of their home languages
underpins their sense of identity and their conceptual
development.
Children feel a sense of belonging when their language,
interaction styles and ways of communicating are
valued. They have the right to be continuing users of
their home language as well as to develop competency
in Standard Australian English.”
https://docs.education.gov.au/system/files/doc/other/belonging_being_and_beco
ming_the_early_years_learning_framework_for_australia._v5_docx.pdf

The Tipping point – cultural change


The creation of a communication accessible school often
requires a paradigm behaviour change.

http://www.sustainablebrands.com/news_and_views/behavior_change/driving
-behavior-change-pioneering-practice-tipping-point-and-beyond

Step 1: Experience the need to
change


A number of schools in Australia have realised the
need to change



This has developed through various experiences:



•

poor student engagement

•

attempts to teach quality literacy

•

trying to managing challenging behaviours

•

staff attendance at literacy and communication
workshops

•

consultation with literacy expert/s

Principal’s or school Leaders have invited external
support into the school to help support this change
process

Step 2: Diagnose the system


Needing tools designed to specifically
evaluate the communication accessibility of
a school



Ideally need to assess the whole school
communication accessibility at two levels:
1.
2.

Individual student
Whole school community and environment

 Provision

of baseline data on knowledge,
skills, attitudes and practices of adults within
the school environment has helped develop
school wide interventions.

Step 2: Diagnose the individual
student

 Sampson and Haines are
currently devising a rubric
to assess, plan and
evaluate communication
outcomes for individual
students
 10 key goals with levels
0-5 within each goal
 Basic system data

Step 2: Diagnose whole school
environment


Porter and Parfett’s (eventual) tool aims to provides a
list of observable behaviours that school
communities can use to evaluate and plan for
improved communication accessibility



Determines a percentage score of achievement over
four domains:



1.

School Policies and Practices

2.

Availability of resources

3.

Developing Knowledge

4.

Interaction

Currently in draft format; initial feedback from trial
has been positive

Step 3: Create the Pioneering Practice
A range of features have been suggested which may
help create a communication accessible school.
Researchers and Expert clinicians:


provide a method of tailoring interventions and AAC systems
to the individual’s communication needs (Foreman et al.).



foster positive attitudes towards people with communication
limitations



raise expectations about students ability to learn (Jorgensen et
al.)



commit long-term to the implementation of communication
interventions (Myers’).



administration which supports staff and resources for AAC
(Burkhart, et al. 2012)



engage families to provide ongoing support to maintain and
develop their child’s communication skills (Myers’).

Step 3: Create the Pioneering Practice
Researchers and Expert clinicians (cont’d):


engage families to provide ongoing support to maintain and
develop their child’s communication skills (Myers’).



collaborate with all the people who provide services and
support to the individual with a communication impairment
(Myers; Burkhart, et al 2012)



offer group interventions (Mackay and colleagues)



provide access to an appropriate vocabulary with core
and fringe vocabulary (Trembath, Balandin & Togher)



extra time to communicate using aided AAC (Porter, 2015)



interaction patterns support children’s autonomous
communication (Burkhart, et al. 2012)

Step 3: Create the Pioneering Practice
Principals and School Leaders:


Whole school belief in students’ ability to learn to
communicate



Development of a whole school communication
improvement agenda



Development of communication assessment and planning
framework



Frequent and ongoing Professional Development for all
school staff



Human resources commitment with budget allowance for:
•

communication and literacy coaches

•

purchasing of additional Speech Pathology time

•

professional development

•

additional resources

Step 3: Create the Pioneering Practice
Principal’s and School Leader’s (cont’d):


Creating new habits for communication:
•




carrying AAC systems at all times

Whole of day commitment in ALL environments
Involving families through provision of:
•

parent workshops

•

updates in newsletters

•

individual consultations where needed



Leading from the top with a positive approach to
change management



Sharing and celebrating successes



Contracting external support from experienced and
knowledgeable consultants

Step 3: Create the Pioneering Practice


Currently no Australian based models to guide systemic change
within educational settings.



Two general processes within special school environments has
been observed:
1. Generic AAC system across whole school
•

Generic AAC system given to all teachers and teachers aides

•

Expectation that staff will carry AAC system at all times

•

Generic AAC system modelled to whole class; usually in structured,
explicit teaching times

•

Individual student systems developed later on in process

2. One student/ classroom at a time
•

Individual system selected and trialled with each student

•

AAC system customised and then developed for use

•

Individual system is modelled to student by teacher and teachers’
aides

•

Groups books selected to meet needs of students in class

Step 3: Create the Pioneering Practice
 Critical

to create a shared understanding between
staff members on key concepts of communication:
•

autonomy

•

receptive input in the
language mode

•

meeting individual needs

•

developing communication
competence in all domains

•

pragmatics
• habits
•

interaction for language
learning

 This

understanding has been developed through a
range of strategies, customised to the school
setting.

Step 3: Communication Partner Training

From Senner, J., & Baud, M. (6.4.2018) Communication Partner Instruction.
Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K7snlGPY2tw

Step 3: Communication Partner Training




The following general processes have been appearing
to lead towards systemic change:
•

Observing and valuing existing practices

•

Modelling the habit

•

Working in class and outside of class

•

Trialing AAC resources and strategies in natural settings

•

Providing detailed and specific feedback on observations,
strategies and resources

•

Overt demonstration of intervention strategies

•

Ongoing formal and informal education

Still some processes missing!

Step 5: Sustain the transition
Many challenging aspects to sustaining and
building on practices:


balance between curriculum and
communication



helping people understand the need to model
•

outside of curriculum

•

for a wide range of purposes

•

in ALL settings



encouraging people to use AAC to interact and
have fun



upskilling people to the level of fluency required
to interact naturally

Step 5: Sustain the transition
 Feedback

from Principals and School Leaders
indicate that this step can be challenging due
to:
1. high

staff turnover which decreases expertise
and increases the need for additional external
training

2. funding

and time needed to develop and
maintain resources (equipment and personel)

3. differing

attitudes and views of staff on AAC

4. selection

and customisation of individual AAC
systems for all students

5. difficulties

encouraging families to get on board

Step 6: Set the rules of the new
mainstream
What could the new mainstream look like?

Step 6: Set the rules of the new
mainstream
What could the new mainstream look like?

Step 6: Set the rules of the new
mainstream

Milla:
• Always had a lot to say, often went misunderstood
or not acknowledged.
• Progressed through 3 levels of PODD over 3
years as her language has grown.
• Uses PODD across all school settings now with
confidence and enthusiasm.
• Role model of use with peers, staff, school and
community.

Step 6: Set the rules of the new
mainstream
Kate Russ, Principal at Rosella Park School:

Zach is a complex young man who has a severe intellectual
impairment and ASD. He spent a large part of his day challenging the
(routines) and expectations, which presented in various forms of
behaviour, largely attributed to what we think was frustration, and a
lack of ability to communicate these frustrations in an appropriate way.
He began to hurt himself, and was hurting the staff and other
students.
For the first 12 months, Zach’s entire program was around his
communication.
He will now (3.5 years later) verbally request with familiar adults, and
is often verbally commenting on things… He relies on his
Proloquo2Go for more complex expressive statements and/or
requests. He used Proloquo to request using 6 utterances in a
sentence to describe what he specifically wanted – WOW!!!

Step 6: Set the rules of the new
mainstream
Cale Begley, Principal at College Row
School:

“Our passive students now need strategies to
manage interruptions and our students with a
history of extreme challenging behaviour now
engage successfully in class and in the
community.”

Communication Accessible Schools:
Enable the Tipping!




AGOSCI recommended in 2017 that a
national Communication Accessible Schools
policy be developed.
It is a basic human right.

Communication Accessible Schools can’t
be a pipe dream- we’ve got to make it a
reality!

Haylee Parfett:
haylee.parfett@gmail.com
Thank you to the Principals and School Leaders from:

